Human myeloma IgG half-molecules. Structural and antigenic analyses,.
The structure and antigenic characteristics of a human k, IgG myeloma protein that formed half-molecules were analyzed. Most of the myeloma protein found in the patient's serum and urine consisted to two chain 4.3S half-molecules. A small amount of four chain 7S myeloma protein was, however, found in the serum and was apparently formed by the same clone of tumor cells. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in 8 M urea and 1% sodium dodecyl sulfate and analytical ultracentrifugation in 6 M guanidine of the fully reduced and alkylated half-molecule indicated that this myeloma protein had a heavy chain of a smaller molecular weight (approximately 45,000) than that of normal gamma chains, Except for this apparent deletion, the heavy chain resembled gamma1 chains. The amino acid composition of the peptides containing the half-cysteine residues forming the interchain disulfide bonds, the glycopeptide of the Fc fragment and the COOH-terminal structure were similar if not identical with the analogous structures of gamma1 chains. No Fc fragment could be prepared because the Fc portion of the heavy chain of the myeloma protein was extremely susceptible to degradation with papain. After mild reduction and alkylation, the 7S myeloma protein dissociated into half-molecules, indicating a lack of noncovalent interactions in the Fc fragment that are present in all classes of human immunoglogulins and are responsible for the formation ofFc dimers. The half-molecule was antigenically deficient in the Fc fragment. It failed to precipitate with anti-Fc fragment antisera in double gel diffusion tests and inhibited a Fc-anti-Fc fragment binding reaction weakly and incompletely. The half-molecule and the 7S protein had the same genetic markers on the first and second homology region of the gamma chain. The half-molecule lacked, however, the corresponding markers on the third homology region, These findings suggest that this myeloma protein had a deletion in the gamma chain which was probably located in third homology region and was likely the structural abnormality responsible for the lack of noncovalent interaction in the Fc fragment and absence of most of the antigenic determinants characteristic of gamma chains.